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Motivating question: Can language analysis 
reveal the underlying social power relations that 
exist between participants of an interaction?  



Input: corporate email text 
and non-lexical features

Problem Formulation

Output: classification of 
sender and recipient as 
superior or subordinate



Methods & Models

We compared 3 neural models to capture displays of power in email.

Batched-CNN. Baseline approach utilizing lexical and non-lexical features.

Separated-CNN. Aims to represent individual emails to better capture power 
signals in their specific situational context (intuition: the text of emails during a 
heated discussion shouldn’t be batched together with text of congratulatory emails)

Sequential-CNN-LSTM. Aims to represent the temporal order of emails to pick up 
signals that may have different meaning over the course of a relationship between 
two correspondents (intuition: emails between newly-introduced coworkers display 
different indicators of power than emails between longtime coworkers)



Results & Discussion

Model
Per-

Thread
Grouped

SVM Baseline 73.0 70.0

Batched-CNN 78.7 82.0

Separated-CNN 79.8 83.0

Sequential-CNN-LSTM 80.4 82.4

Both temporal and local features aid 
in the power prediction task within 
the Per-Thread formulation, as the 
Seq-CNN-LSTM outperformed both 
the baseline and other models

Superiors don’t always express their 
superiority in all emails, and 
subordinates may sometimes display 
power derived from other sources 
such as expertise. In cases where text 
features are not informative enough, 
signals from additional non-lexical 
features may prove to be key
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A Simple LSTM for Non-literal Token- and
Construction-level Classification 

One Size Fits All?
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Situation

There exist a lot of different task formulations and datasets in non-literal 

language detection, tackling different phenomena.

They often use the same features, but are usually considered in isolation, 

and are often approached using different methods.
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Concreteness

Imageability

Selectional Preferences

Unigram Information

Affectiveness

Topic Information

Supersenses
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Along with Sir James he found the

US much more attractive, [...]

Wind and wave power providing the

green energy of the future.

Auch eine Uhr, die stehen geblieben

ist, geht zweimal am Tag richtig.

Auf Decken sitzt man ums Feuer

und lässt den ereignisreichen Tag

nachklingen.

Non-Literal Language
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Metaphors

Idiomatic and general non-literal language
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Our Research Questions

Can we use a single approach 

to detect these different kinds of non-literal language?

When using word embeddings for non-literal language detection,

how does the embedding choice influence our results?
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Why Rhyme Detection

Motivation
Rhyme pervasive in historical poetry and Hip-Hop
Previous research has relied on small, handcrafted datasets
Phonological similarity of (imperfect) rhyme pairs can be used for

I Historical pronunciation reconstruction (List et al., 2017)
I Analysis of sonic pattern (McCurdy et al., 2015)
I Phonological typology (Katz, 2015)

What’s new in Rhyme Detection
Near perfect performance (98%) for German, English, French
with Siamese Recurrent Networks (EM Baseline: 71%–88%)
New Datasets: German poetry & Hip-Hop
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Datasets

German, English, French
NEW: New High German Poetry & Hip-Hop Corpora
Annotated on Rhyme at Stanza level (Cohen κ 95%)

#Poems Stanzas Verses Words Rhyme Pairs
Corpus
HIPHOP 116 789 6,390 52,759 2,489
ANTI-K 156 731 3,603 20,412 1,440
DTR (diachr.) 1,948 8,147 40,523 251,730 13,785
DTL 28,275 74,523 507,663 3,557,632 ?
ENGLISH ?256? 11,611 93,015 93,015 58,700
FRENCH ?53? 2,814 26,543 26,543 18,834

Table: Size statistics of lyric rhyme corpora
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Siamese Networks
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Results (Learning Curve)

For a comparison of models and an error analysis come to the poster!
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Humanistinen tiedekunta

SOME CONTEXT

• The ultimate goal is to find neologisms
• OED (Oxford English Dictionary) mapping

• Antedating the earliest attestation in the OED
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Humanistinen tiedekunta

CEEC – CORPORA OF 
EARLY ENGLISH 
CORRESPONDENCE

• Letters from the 15th to 19th century
• Personal correspondence
• Wide range of people from different social backgrounds
-> Huge variety of spellings

About - aboutt, aboute, abowt, abovt…
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Humanistinen tiedekunta

NORMALIZATION

• Focus on the most difficult forms
• Multiple systems

• Rules (FST)
• Contextually enhanced edit distance
• Statistical machine translation
• Neural machine translation (with centuries and without them)
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Humanistinen tiedekunta

INTERESTED IN THE 
RESULTS?

Come and see my poster
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Coding of political events = Event extraction, e.g. OBSTRUCTION OF PASSAGE:

Austrian unions blocked three motorways into the capital Vienna to protest 
government plans to reform the country’s pension system.

Automated Acquisition of Patterns for Coding Political Event 
Data: Two Case Studies 
Peter Makarov, Zurich University

How to improve coding of political events?

● Use statistical information extraction
● Make social scientists happy by automatically creating many good event 

patterns!
We use weak supervision to generate pattern candidates that we label in a 
semi-supervised way using seed patterns. Come to see our poster!
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A Method for Human-Interpretable 

Paraphrasticality Prediction

 Reuse in historical texts is difficult to identify (long time of transmission)

 Existing reuse detection techniques focus on if a text was modified

 Our operation based technique can tell how a text was modified in detail

> human-interpretable and semantically informed



A Method for Human-Interpretable 

Paraphrasticality Prediction

word alignment operation modeling prediction of paraphrastical reuse

using operation frequencies as features

operation example

No OPeration necessary above, above

lower-casing match LORD, Lord

normalizing match desireth, desires

lemmatizing match mine, my

derivation match help, helper

short edit distance match Phinehas, Phinees

words are synonyms went, departed

word1 is hypernym of word2 coat, doublet

word1 is hyponym of word2 spears, arms

words are co-hyponyms steps, feet

fallback —

they mount up with wings as eagles walk

lower   syn NOP     syn

They raise up the pinion as eagles go

NOP .5

lem .2

syn .1

co-hypo .1

fallback .2





Exploring word embeddings
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Introduction

u Non-standard language challenging to process for NLP tools

u Lack of annotated data (Swedish) unsupervised solution:

u Are embeddings useful for retrieving correction candidates?

u Is phonological similarity useful for ranking correction candidates?

noun verb



Correction candidates from embeddings

u Pre-trained vs. task-specific embeddings (FastText) which one is better?

moromor
”grandmother”

mor 0.946
mormmor 0.942
mormorsmor 0.927
morbror 0.917
mordor 0.900
mormor 0.900



Phonological distance for ranking

u Some errors are based on sound similarity

u Neural grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion

u Combine different similarity measures and observe their impact on 
ranking correction candidates        for more, visit our poster

Grafical form Pronounced formG2P 
conversion



Towards coreference
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Motivation

∎ Coreference resolution can benefit many DH tasks

Character analysis

Relation analysis

∎ We analyze specific properties of coreference-related phenomena

in literary text

∎ We give directions for the adaptation of guidelines

∎ We present a new annotation tool

∎ (Corpus release is planned)

Ina Rösiger, IMS, University of Stuttgart: Towards coreference for literary text:Analyzing domain-specific phenomena 2



Exemplary phenomena

∎ In crime novels: when should the description the murderer be linked to a

certain character?

∎ Are the prince and the frog in Frog Prince the same entity?

∎ Literary texts can be long: how can annotators keep track of already

introduced entities?

∎ Annotators do not have the same knowledge as a typical reader at the time of

the work’s publication

(1) For Karl had nothing to hope for in the world, he was drawn to

Bohemia to the sound of Friederich’s triumphant drums. Allow me, he

said to the Great Schwerin that I might die on the beds of heroes ...

Ina Rösiger, IMS, University of Stuttgart: Towards coreference for literary text:Analyzing domain-specific phenomena 3



A new annotation tool

Ina Rösiger, IMS, University of Stuttgart: Towards coreference for literary text:Analyzing domain-specific phenomena 4
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Sentiment Analysis on Lessing’s plays
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• 12 plays by G.E. Lessing
• Written in the 18th century



Annotation Study
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Annotated corpus is online available:
https://tinyurl.com/y8hubfag

Final annotation:
Based on majority decision of binary 
polarity 
 139 negative and 61 positive 
speeches

Annotation Krippendorff‘s α
Percentage of 

agreement

Polarity differentiated 0.22 40%

Binary polarity 0.47 77%



Methods
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Sentiment 
Analysis

Configuration

Sentiment 
Lexicon

Lemma-
tization

Stop words 
and very 
frequent 

words

Case 
sensitivity

Extension 
with 

historical 
variants

Best configuration:
• Sentiment lexicon 
SentiWortschatz

• Extension with historical lexical 
variants

• Lemmatization via treetagger
• No stop words lists
• Ignoring case sensitivity



Result
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Best configuration:
Accuracy: 0.705
Average F-measure: 0.63
141 speeches are correctly 
predicted

Above random baseline and 
slightly above majority baseline

To explore possibilities of 
sentiment analysis 
Web-Tool is online 
available:
https://tinyurl.com/y87ynedl

https://tinyurl.com/y87ynedl
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